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To all whom it may concern: 

(No model.) 

adjacent ends of the eams H and I, as shown 
Be it known that I, TILLMAN PUETZ, Jr., in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, for the passage of the pro 

of the city of St. Louis, in the State of Missou 
ri, have invented a certain new and useful Im 
provement in Cams, of which the following is 
a full, clear, and exact description, reference 
being had to the accompanying drawings, 
forming part of this specification, and in 
which 

Figure 1 is a side elevation of a machine to 
which my improved cam is applied. Fig. 2 is 
an outside end view of the cam. Fig. 3 is an 
inside end view of the cami; and Fig. 4 is an 
elevation of the cam, showing the opposite side 
to that shown in Fig. 1. 
My invention relates to an improved form 

of cam-drums for operating the parts of any 
machine to which it may be applied; and my 
invention consists in features of novelty here 
inafter fully described, and pointed out in the 
claims. 

Referring to the drawings, A represents the 
frame of a machine-such as, for instance, a 
brick-machine or plug-tobacco machine. B 
represents the plunger of the machine, and D 
the charger. 
shown in Fig. 1, as it is deemed unnecessary 
to more fully illustrate them, as they form no 
part of my present invention, and may be 
changed or substituted by parts entirely dif 
ferent in construction, and which would work 
equally well with the cam-drum to which my 
invention relates. - 
E represents the drum, arranged upon a 

suitable shaft, F, and which may be turned by 
any suitable means in the direction indicated 
by the arrows. 

FI represents a cam secured to or formed 
upon the periphery of this drum, to force the 
charger backward by coining in contact with 
a pin, G, depending from the charger, and I a 
cam, also formed upon the periphery of the 
drum, to move the charger in the other direc 
tion by coming in contact with the pin G. 
The cam I has an inclined portion, I, (shown 
most plainly in Fig. 1) which causes the for 
ward movement of the charger, and it has a 
portion, I, that is parallel with the circumfer 
ence of the roller, the office of this latter por 
tion being to hold the charger a short time in 
its forward position before the cam leaves the 

These parts are only partially 

jection G from one to the other, so that when 
the charger is pulled back by the can H the 
pin may be engaged by the part I on the cam 
I, to push it forward again. 

M. represents a can on the drum for forcing 
6o the plunger of the machine downward. Any 

suitable connection may be made between this 
cam and the plunger. I have shown a sliding 
block, N, provided with a pin, N, that is en 
gaged by the cams, and the block is connected 
by means of toggle bars N and a link, N, to 
the plunger. As the block is forced in the di 
rection shown by the arrow, the plunger is de 
pressed. It is forced in this direction by an 
inclined part, M, of the cam M, and when it 
has reached its forward movement it is held in 
this position a short time by a part, M, of the 
Cam M that is parallel with the circumference 
of the drum, the office of which is to hold the 
plunger in its lower position and keep the 
pressure upon the material being compacted. 
This cam M. ceases at a point marked M, and 
then a cam, O, comes against a projection, N', 
on the block N, and forces the block and tog 
gle-bars from the position to which they have 
been forced, the cam M thus lifting the plun 
ger again; and this cam O has a portion, O', 
parallel with the circumference of the drum 
which holds the plunger in its elevated posi 
tion until the proper time comes for it to be 
again depressed, and then the projection N' 
will pass through a space, P, at the end of this 
cam O. 
To prevent the pin depending from the 

charger being Operated by the plunger-cams 
O and M, I raise the charger-cams H and I 
above the top of the plunger-cams, so that they 
engage this pin, while the pin does not have to 
extend sufficiently far down to be engaged by 
the cams of the plunger. Should a vertical 
movement be necessary to be given to the front 
U of the charger, as is often the case, this may 
be accomplished by a cam-groove, Q, made in 
the inner end of the drum, as shown in Figs. 
1 and 3, in which fits the inner end of a lever, 
R, pivoted to the frame of the machine and 
connected by its outer end to the charger, as 
shown in Fig. 1, the groove in the drum being 
annular until it reaches an offset, S, and as 

projection G. There is a space, J, between the the end of the lever enters this offset its outer 
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endis elevated, causing this upward movement 2. A single drum, E, formed with cams H 
of the front part of the charger. This part of I and MO on the periphery thereof, and a 25 
the groove holds the charger in its upper po- cam-groove, U, in the inner end of the drum, 
sition for a short time, and then the charger is having an offset, S, substantially as set forth. 4. 

5 pulled down again by the end of the lever 3. A single drum provided with cams Mand 
emerging from the offset in the cam-groove. O, and the camshaving inclines M' and O' and 
By my improved cam the different parts of straight portions M* and O, for the purpose 3c 

a brick-machine or a plug-tobacco machine can set forth. y 
thus be operated from a single casting--that 4. A single drum provided with cams Hand 

Io is, a drum having cams formed upon it of the I, as specified, and the camIhaving an inclined 
proper shape to give the movement to the portion, I, and straight portion I, for the pur 
different parts at the proper time. pose set forth. - - 35 
Being able to cast the drum with the cams 5. A single drum, E, formed with cams M 

upon it at one operation, the device can be O and H I on the periphery thereof, the cams 
I5 produced cheaply, and there are no parts to H I being elevated above the cams MO, sub- t 

get out of order and require repairing. . stantially as set forth. 
I claim as my invention 
1. A single drum, E, formed with inclined TILLMAN PUETZ, JR. 

cam H., cam I, having inclined portion I and 
2O straight portion I, and camM, having inclined In presence of - 

portion M and straight portion M", the cams GEO. H. KNIGHT, 
being located on the periphery of the drum, SAMIL. KNIGHT. - 
substantially as set forth. 
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